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00:18 to: Brock Cook  

wasnt me lol  
 

00:20 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

you're welcome  
 

00:30 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

haha.... thanks jitender..  
 

00:44 to: Jitender, Canada  

your welcome  
 

01:15 to: Anita Hamilton  

I'm in two places :)  
 

01:16 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

Hi Hiro  
 

01:29 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

Welcome Sam  
 

01:31 to: Ellen Nicholson  

Hi everyone! :)  
 

01:32 to: Brock Cook  

im pretty new :)  
 

01:38 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

LOL  
 

01:40 to: Helen OTUK  

lol,  
 

01:43 to: Gillian Crossley  

lol  
 

01:52 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Brock, really?  
 

01:59 to: Maja H  

Im new :)  
 

01:59 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

it's Sir Brock  
 

02:01 to: Cathy O (UK)  

Hi - .... Ishould be in bed, but couldn't resist!!  
 

02:04 to: Helen OTUK  
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Nope he just forgot?  
 

02:12 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

teehee :D so pleased you are here Cathy  
 

02:16 to: Cathy O (UK)  

:)  
 

02:23 to: Matthew Molineux  

:-)  
 

02:23 to: Brock Cook  

hahaahah sir makes me sound old :S  
 

02:25 to: Helen OTUK  

Hi Cathy!  
 

02:30 to: Cathy O (UK)  

Hulloo!  
 

02:40 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

Cathy do you have work tomorrow?  
 

02:48 to: hiro  

Hi Everything is OK  
 

02:48 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Sir makes me imagine you in armour!  
 

02:55 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

very knightly!  
 

03:03 to: Brock Cook  

armour PJ's!  
 

03:04 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

Merrolee I think we have one new person?  
 

03:16 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

Maja H said she was new  
 

03:30 to: Maja H  

Im ok  
 

03:32 to: Maja H  

thnx  
 

03:40 to: Maja H  

yes  
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03:42 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

:)  
 

03:53 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

oooh love the slide background!!!  
 

04:21 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

me too!!  
 

04:30 to: Karen  

I am looking forward to it, too.  
 

04:37 to: Karen  

Yes, you sound great  
 

04:37 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Yes Ellen  
 

04:41 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

i think all of us in the audience are. :D  
 

04:43 to: Merrolee Penman  

sounding good!!!  
 

04:44 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

:D  
 

04:49 to: Jitender, Canada  

I just wish if I can play cricket on NZ grounds one day---very windy there usually :)  
 

04:56 to: Brock Cook  

YAY for Ellen! :)  
 

04:56 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Looking forward to it  
 

05:06 to: Merrolee Penman  

may want to slow down a bit Ellen!!!  
 

05:12 to: Merrolee Penman  

us Kiwis can sure talk fast!!  
 

05:24 to: Jitender, Canada  

just like the wind :)  
 

05:34 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

wicked accent :)  
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05:42 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

agree :)  
 

06:09 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

lol! Trudy Mallenson (who is from NZ and is a faculty at USC) also have a pretty 
wicked accent  
 

06:35 to: kirstyes (UK)  

I am thinking of buying that one - take it it's good?  
 

06:39 to: Brock Cook  

he should log in so he can spend time with you :)  
 

06:48 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Happy Birthday to your hubby  
 

08:40 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

this is a great article!  
 

08:48 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

CJOT  
 

09:03 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

ooh it sounds very good *jots down*  
 

10:11 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

Aiken, Fourt, Cheng, & Polatajko (2011). Canadian Journal of Occupational 
Therapy, 78, 294 - 302.  
 

10:30 to: Merrolee Penman  

thanks susan.. was trying to find it!  
 

10:52 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

Sente Biblio  
 

11:10 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

thanks susan :)  
 

11:16 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

mary lawlor and Cheryl Mattingly does quite a bit related to the 1st question of the 
project  
 

11:55 to: Merrolee Penman  

Action research is a great methodology- we should do more of this type of research 
in occupational therapy practice  
 

12:05 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

:)  
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12:09 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

agree :)  
 

13:08 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

I read this book by Mattingly & Fleming about this- 
http://www.amazon.com/Clinical-Reasoning-Inquiry-Therapeutic-Practice/dp/080362
2384/ref=sr_1_5?ie=UTF8&qid=1351566705&sr=8-5&keywords=cheryl+matting  
 

13:08 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

ly  
 

13:24 to: Merrolee Penman  

Margaret? Who caught this  
 

13:31 to: Merrolee Penman  

Leadworth!  
 

13:39 to: Merrolee Penman  

okay.  
 

14:49 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

eeeeee :D  
 

14:55 to: Merrolee Penman  

welcome eveyrone..  
 

14:55 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Yay - congrats - I'm sure you'll do it  
 

15:12 to: Merrolee Penman  

google book ref for Margaret Ledworth:  
 

15:13 to: Merrolee Penman  

http://books.google.co.nz/books/about/Participatory_Practice.html?id=1ni-C7KdQCo
C&redir_esc=y  
 

17:33 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Good to be prepared and go in with eyes open - yay for reflection  
 

18:50 to: Merrolee Penman  

interesting to reflect about how history shapes our work everyday and how we don't 
even realise it unless we stop to think about it more  
 

18:50 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

yes... one thing I definitely need to do if I ever do autism research  
 

18:55 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

huge transition  
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19:19 to: kirstyes (UK)  

crikey - equipment mentioned in role description!  
 

19:54 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

yup... expectations of family is very important!  Dealt with that a lot with parents of 
children with autism  
 

20:53 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Holding the Hope and Keeping it Real - love this.  
 

20:55 to: Merrolee Penman  

focus on fix I think comes from medical model saying we will find cures for all these 
conditions/diseases one day... in some ways it feels like there is a false hope that we 
have to deal with therapis  
 

20:55 to: Merrolee Penman  

ts..  
 

20:57 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

hear this a lot... some OT folks think autism is over diagnosed nowadays  
 

21:33 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

from my recovery experience, I believe recovery model is sometimes more important 
than medical model in regards to autism  
 

22:26 to: Merrolee Penman  

to move on.. you have to feel uncomfortable first..  
 

22:31 to: Merrolee Penman  

Welcome Kim...  
 

22:40 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

yup... cyberbullying is a "new age" problem... heard it from Terry Olivas De La O & 
Dr. Alann Salvador (USC alum) at my state OT conference presentation about it 
recently  
 

22:58 to: Robert Pereira  

Does 'recovery' still have a medical model tone Bill?  
 

23:19 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

I guess it depends... because I first heard of it from my Psychosoc class  
 

25:29 to: Merrolee Penman  

Enabling II ... do people need a reference?  
 

25:34 to: Sam Ashby  

writing up my thesis at the moment just written a section on how OTs in mental 
health learn to cope with competing discourses (biomedical and psychology)...and 
the need to develop professional resilie  
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25:34 to: Sam Ashby  

nce  
 

25:35 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

JUdy Lee - hope you're here!  
 

26:07 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

Kirsty made a good point- there is a balance of holding the hope and keeping it real!  
A lot of my peers have said to me now, "You know... I probably can tell parents 
whose kids with autism about you.  
 

26:07 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

"  I was like, "whoa... you need to be really careful about using my story here.  you 
need to know what I started with at 'baseline'."  
 

26:13 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

Sam that sounds really interesting! I'd love to hear more about it - are you on twitter?  
 

26:22 to: Merrolee Penman  

http://books.google.co.nz/books?id=446PPQAACAAJ&dq=enabling+occupation+ii&h
l=en&sa=X&ei=q0iPUN3XAYueiAf6-4HYCQ&sqi=2&ved=0CCsQ6AEwAA  
 

26:32 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

yeah... please tweet it, Sam  
 

26:58 to: Sam Ashby  

no sorry I don't tweet but I am on fb if that helps?  
 

27:09 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Hi Bill - I was just quoting Ellen ;o)  
 

27:25 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

yeah... sure... we can help. :)  
 

27:42 to: Sam Ashby  

Also have a paper on professional resilience just about to be published in Australian 
OT Journal...  
 

27:54 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

will look for that Sam!  
 

27:58 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

ooh exciting stuff :D  
 

28:02 to: Sam Ashby  

sounds like I will be contacting Ellen  
 

28:12 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  
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love the colours!!  
 

28:12 to: Merrolee Penman  

http://www.canchild.ca/en/canchildresources/sensoryintegration.asp  
 

28:17 to: Merrolee Penman  

Nancy Pollock's review  
 

28:27 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Yes they are fantastic  
 

28:36 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

I love the circles, since these things are interrelated!  
 

28:51 to: Robert Pereira  

Sneak away  
 

28:59 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Appreciate the knowledge overload feelings  
 

29:01 to: Merrolee Penman  

Sure will Sam- there's a few of us overlapping... Ellen and I think we have a joint 
article brewing once we both finish doctorates.  
 

29:27 to: Sam Ashby  

yes all these circles are looking very familiar...!  
 

30:17 to: Cathy O (UK)  

Wow - you've really put this so well - a cogent and thorough theoretical analysis of a 
process we've been through - but without this degree of rigour! Wish I'd had your 
work supporting us !  
 

30:21 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

gap filling  
 

30:23 to: Merrolee Penman  

Is this feeling like Molineux's emphasis on the use of occupation language..  
 

30:30 to: Merrolee Penman  

Tracy Fortune's gap filling?  
 

30:44 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

yes  
 

31:12 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

yup... I have experienced the process of occupation-in-action first hand!  
 

31:18 to: Sam Ashby  
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using and sharing the language - I've used term becoming professionally bilingual... 
to find shared language  
 

31:44 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

a colleague said this was hearder than learning a new "foreign" language  
 

31:48 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

the fact that I am here with you guys is the fruits of occupation-in-action, in my 
opinion.  
 

31:49 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

harder  
 

31:57 to: Merrolee Penman  

Fortune, T. (2000) Occupational therapists: Is our therapy truly occupational or are 
we merely filling gaps? British Journal of Occupational Therapy, 63, 225-230.  
 

32:04 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

love this artice ^^^  
 

32:11 to: Robert Pereira  

Dr Clare Wilding's research has salience to the discussion too. Great to hear 
international perspectives of occupation-in-practice  
 

32:15 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

that should be on my reading list, too!  
 

32:23 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

yes it;s a must-read Bill!  
 

32:56 to: Merrolee Penman  

Stuart.. welcome!  
 

33:17 to: Merrolee Penman  

value my own practice as a meaningful occupation!!!!  
 

33:32 to: Merrolee Penman  

yay... therefore it is worth investing in myself around my learning!  
 

33:47 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

:D  
 

34:02 to: Rachael Hervey  

Hi there I am new to this so after Ellen's presentation at a later date will i be able to 
go back in and read this list of chat/reading list etc?  
 

34:10 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

That's why I think lifestyle redesign is a great model in occupation-in-action  
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34:39 to: Scott Latter  

yes this is being recorded and will available on the website  
 

34:42 to: Merrolee Penman  

HI RAchael - when you go back to the recording all the chat is part of the recording - 
so you can scroll through the recording to get to the parts of the chat that you want 
to look at at again.  
 

34:55 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

oooh  
 

34:55 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

love it!!  
 

34:59 to: Brock Cook  

comment MM?  
 

35:02 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

great quote  
 

35:13 to: Cathy O (UK)  

:)  
 

35:32 to: Helen OTUK  

(y)  
 

35:32 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Fantastic  
 

35:48 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

great sign!  
 

36:47 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

:D  
 

36:51 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

Let's do that!!!  
 

36:57 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

so simple yet so profound. wonderful story  
 

37:13 to: Cathy O (UK)  

Very well said!  
 

37:19 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

courage of our convictions Wendy Wood!  
 

37:24 to: Rachael Hervey  

Thanks Merrolee  
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37:51 to: Cathy O (UK)  

Wow! lovely  
 

37:56 to: Merrolee Penman  

yes also Wendy Wood.. true!  
 

38:14 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

think a future research paper that I could help- maybe Ellen could interview me 
about a lived experience of occupation-in-action... hehe!  
 

38:36 to: Merrolee Penman  

and a knitter!  
 

38:38 to: Jitender, Canada  

wonderful slide  
 

38:43 to: kirstyes (UK)  

So pretty, looks complex and as you've mentioned quilting - interwoven  
 

39:04 to: Rachael Hervey  

ohh I like that  
 

39:16 to: Merrolee Penman  

great screenshot on Twitter Brock!  
 

39:17 to: Brock Cook  

Agreeed!  
 

39:19 to: kirstyes (UK)  

I agree  
 

39:22 to: Brock Cook  

thank MP  
 

39:24 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

second!  
 

39:25 to: Brock Cook  

*thanks  
 

39:46 to: Brock Cook  

im so over ppl using the excuse "we're a very new profession"  
 

40:02 to: Sam Ashby  

without validation there is often a pressure to use borrowed theories and techniques  
 

40:10 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  
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community SO important... I love these virtual connections, learn so much from you 
all!  
 

40:13 to: Merrolee Penman  

So True Sam!!!  
 

40:15 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

but in reality we are NOT a "new profession", right?  
 

40:18 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Good point Sam  
 

40:40 to: Merrolee Penman  

Absolutely Clarissa..... online communities can certainly be key...  
 

40:41 to: Matthew Molineux  

Shouldn't we all be occupation specialists - isn't that what occupational therapy is?  
 

41:02 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

but I think we can combine forces to be better occupational specialists!  
 

41:04 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

new grad - mature age student. so proud to be a part of this profession. dreaming of 
working in community. very inspirting presentation. thank you  
 

41:09 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

*inspiring  
 

41:15 to: Merrolee Penman  

it was the vision of OT4OT!!! to help OT's to find those virtual communities if they 
couldn't find them in their own physical locations  
 

41:40 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

I think stuff like OTalk, Occhat, and Otalk2US will be great!  
 

41:44 to: Jitender, Canada  

it is all wonderful...  
 

41:53 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

Merrolee I think that vision is being realised! There are so many conversations 
online now both on 4OT communities on Facebook and the #OTalk/#Occhat on 
Twitte  
 

42:07 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

Bill - great minds think alike :)  
 

42:21 to: Leo and Cat  

We are loving hearing this here in south east australia - inspiring :)  
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42:21 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

I think we need an Occ4OT FB group!!  
 

42:25 to: Merrolee Penman  

Clarissa - I know thanks to all the wonderful people who have grabbed the 
opportunities and led it on..  
 

42:41 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

I will start one then  
 

42:42 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

now  
 

42:54 to: kirstyes (UK)  

That's a great point - I guess people may be worried we are suggesting throwing the 
baby out with the bath water. Like the idea of changing the language  
 

42:59 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

we do have an OS4OT which is similar?  
 

42:59 to: Brock Cook  

fantastic pic  
 

43:10 to: Merrolee Penman  

is in Dunedin, New Zealand! tee hee!  
 

43:16 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

Yes ut I think having two places is OK  
 

43:18 to: Rachael Hervey  

it still looks like that in wellington nz!!  
 

43:19 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

I just did... Occ4OT is now born  
 

43:40 to: Brock Cook  

OS4OT  
 

43:47 to: Robert Pereira  

Online communities are the way to go for optimal inclusion. The next step is for our 
professional associations to recognise such interactions and colloborations as 
legitimate knowledge sharing! CPD st  
 

43:47 to: Robert Pereira  

uff!  
 

43:50 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

OOOOH!! YAY!  
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43:59 to: Brock Cook  

YAY FOR ELLEN :)  
 

44:02 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

thank YOU Ellen for a fantastic presentation!!!!  
 

44:09 to: Rachael Hervey  

thank you so much this has been fantastic!!!  
 

44:22 to: Jitender, Canada  

fantastic  
 

44:24 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

so do we still need a Occ4OT group?  
 

44:26 to: Ellen Nicholson  

Thank you!  
 

44:28 to: Matthew Molineux  

Part of me loves the term occupational specialist, but it also sits uneasily with me.  
Do you think it opens the door for some OTs to say I am not an occupational 
specialist, I do something else?  Whe  
 

44:28 to: Matthew Molineux  

n in fact by definition as an occupational therapist we MUST ALL be occupation 
specialists?  
 

45:18 to: Merrolee Penman  

hands up for questions please...  
 

46:22 to: Matthew Molineux  

sort of thanks  
 

46:32 to: Ellen Nicholson  

Email me. :)  
 

47:14 to: Matthew Molineux  

Good point Rob  
 

47:16 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

i do have a question- how do we convince OT students that they are going to be 
occupational specialists?  
 

47:17 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Oooh not keen on the functional therapist thing  
 

47:40 to: Merrolee Penman  

http://functionaltherapist.org/  
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49:04 to: Robert Pereira  

We're on the train with you Ellen! But this division is growing and worrying, 
especially in the US. Go OCCUPATION!  
 

49:15 to: kirstyes (UK)  

I've heard occupation specialist at a workshop at COT a year or so ago - I liked that. 
I'd always felt I hadn't had a 'specialism' as such - felt great to recognise that I am an 
OT and that's great  
 

49:22 to: Matthew Molineux  

if they aren't doing occupation then they shouldn't be calling themselves OT... hence 
I don't think we need to therm occupational specialist  
 

49:48 to: Merrolee Penman  

it's almost a verb, not a noun!!!!  
 

50:03 to: Matthew Molineux  

I understand, but using the term means some will see it as a choice, I can be an occ 
specialist or a hands specialist  
 

50:08 to: Cathy O (UK)  

a specialist in occupation not Occupational Specialist!!  
 

50:19 to: Robert Pereira  

Hello!  
 

50:31 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

as occupational therapists we are occupational specialists and  remember to 
incorporate that into our language when describing our professional  
 

50:42 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

expertise  
 

51:01 to: Cathy O (UK)  

absolutely melissa!  
 

51:44 to: Anita(2) USC Australia  

Thank you for this wonderful presentation.  I have to get to the next room :)  
 

51:52 to: Merrolee Penman  

no prob Anita..  
 

51:59 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

i agree. as a new grad i found a large gap between my focus on occupation and 
fitting within some of the model of the organisation i was placed with  
 

52:05 to: kirstyes (UK)  

This echoes my experience too.  
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52:06 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

I am in the final stages of writing up a narrative inquiry into therapists experiences of 
"doing occupation" and am so delighted to see how OTs work so hard to persevere 
in doing occupation. Was SO ha  
 

52:06 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

ppy to here those narratives. Many parallels with what you found. I look forward to 
reading your work and to sharing mine with you.  
 

52:16 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

no mic as charging so a comment  
 

52:25 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

that sounds really interesting Susan!  
 

52:44 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

very much so thanks!  
 

53:03 to: Robert Pereira  

Expert or specialist? Thoughts?  
 

53:17 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

specialist  
 

53:38 to: Helen OTUK  

Occupational therapist?  
 

53:43 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

'occupation' it's what we do :)  
 

53:45 to: Robert Pereira  

Here, here Ellen!  
 

53:57 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Just want to say thanks - it's great to hear others share the desire to practice our 
occupational philosophy  
 

54:04 to: Helen OTUK  

Thanks Elllen!  
 

54:05 to: Robert Pereira  

Thank you!  
 

54:12 to: Cathy O (UK)  

Thank you Ellen!!  
 

54:22 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

thank you so much Ellen... great job!  
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54:29 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

heaps. but bit shy :)  
 

54:30 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

I was excited at AOTA to see 207 people at a session on being more occ-based in 
acute care  
 

54:39 to: Brock Cook  

Next room: http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-5  
 

54:40 to: Matthew Molineux  

Thanks Lady N - great presentation!  
 

54:44 to: Ellen Nicholson  

Email me Melissa!  
 

54:46 to: Brock Cook  

fantastic Ellen!!  
 

55:07 to: Judy  

brilliant words and work Ellen  
 

55:13 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

ontological securuty  
 

55:25 to: Ellen Nicholson  

Yes Susan! :)  
 

55:30 to: Maja H  

Thank u and good night from Canada  
 

55:33 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

ontological security... takes me back to Matthew's presentation at my first ot24vx! :D  
 

55:41 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

exactly  
 

55:44 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

cant wait  
 

56:00 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

Thank you SO much!!!!!!!  
 

56:03 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

yup! merrolee!  It has potential to be one to remember.  
 

56:16 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

<3 virtual community <3  
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56:17 to: Ellen Nicholson  

Thanks everyone...very kind. X  
 

56:20 to: Sharlene (Ontario, Canada)  

Thank you very much, Ellen!  
 

56:38 to: Scott Latter  

http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-5  
 

56:41 to: Sharlene (Ontario, Canada)  

It's great food for thought!  I'll have to talk to my colleagues about this in our next 
Lunch and Learn!  
 

56:48 to: Merrolee Penman  

http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-5  
 

56:49 to: Melissa Barrett (Australia)  

Thank you Ellen. Will be in contact. Have just completed my first research project 
(Hons) in occ perspective of pop health and have a fire in my belly for all things 
occupation and health <3  
 

56:54 to: Susan Burwash (Edmonton, Canada)  

is a question from CAry - can we stay for a mo?  
 

56:56 to: kirstyes (UK)  

Goodnight all - off to bed now - hope to see you for Gillian's session at 8am  
 

57:14 to: Cathy O (UK)  

night night!!  
 


